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6,271,611 objects
Our thesis: “Digital congressional collections present 
unique challenges that go beyond standard born digital 
acquisitions. More akin to big data, they include content 
that eclipses the capabilities of standard computation 
platforms and forces institutions to transform their systems 
accordingly.”



Roadmap

1. Nathan will explore the factors that can that can “hide” 
these collections from users

2. Emily will outline how they become transformative for 
institutions using the University of Nevada, Reno as a 
case study

3. Jessica will discuss the tool being developed at West 
Virginia Libraries to make constituent correspondence 
data searchable by researchers.



Hidden Big Data: 
The Challenges and Opportunities of 

Digital Congressional Collections
Nathan Gerth / Head of Digital Services / 

University of Nevada, Reno Libraries



What is a 
Congressional 

Collection?

● Collections include all 
non-committee or 
non-classified records 
generated by an office

● These materials belong 
personally to the 
member

● Electronic records in 
these offices often 
include full 
information systems: 
email, CSS



What questions can be 
engaged with these 

collections?

● How do the American 
people engage with 
their representative 
institutions?

● How does technology 
evolve in government?

● How has the evolution 
of technology 
transformed the nature 
of politics?



Why does the digital 
content in  these 

high-profile collections 
remain in the 

shadows?

● The diverse and 
voluminous content in 
the collection

○ Reid Collection to date 
includes: 6,271,611 
objects (12 TB)

● This poses challenges 
for storage, security, 
and carrying out 
effective workflows
 



File Formats, Senator Harry Reid Papers, DC Office (302 File Formats)



Why does the digital 
content in  these 

high-profile collections 
remain in the 

shadows?

● The proprietary nature 
of the systems used by 
offices also create 
challenges 

● CSS Data
○ Raw export consisting of 

millions of files and 
their data tables, but no 
computational layer to 
facilitate access to the 
data in its original form



Hidden Big Data: Senator Harry Reid Collection Constituent Services System Data



Congressional Collections and Transforming 
Library Systems at UNR

Emily Boss / Head of Metadata and Cataloging / 
University of Nevada, Reno Libraries



Conceptually

● Research data collection 
vs. Collection of data 
for research

○ Storage

○ Data integrity

○ Data security

○ Rights management

● Multiplied exponentially



Infrastructure
● Tools to meet data 

demand

○ System mapping

○ “Reduce the toil”

○ Migrate, implement, sunset



System Mapping - April 2018



Toil is the kind of work tied to running a 
production service that tends to be manual, 
repetitive, automatable, tactical, devoid of 
enduring value, and that scales linearly as a 
service grows.



Migrate, implement, sunset



Workflows ● Workflow changes 
necessitate structural 
changes
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Organization in December 2018
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● Reduced toil by 20%
● Reduced metadata duplication
● Gained a new streamlined department with decreased silos 
● Over 600,000 views of digital materials in 6 months
● In 2019, slated to ingest 20,000 more digital objects 

then we did in 2018

Progress



America Contacts Congress: 
CSS Data and West Virginia University Libraries

Jessica McMillen / Head, Digital and Web 
Services / West Virginia University Libraries



Data

● Flat files
● CMS Data Interchange Standard database files



Flat File



CMS Data Interchange Format













Github Repository



Lyrasis Catalyst Grant

“Access to US Congressional Correspondence Data” – $27,000 
to complete a feasibility study that will assess and plan 
for the future collaborative technical infrastructure for an 
open-source congressional correspondence data access tool, 
to improve how libraries process and provide access to large 
data sets with sensitive information and how scholars and 
the public use data related to Americans’ civic engagement.

Consultant: Jodi Allison-Bunnell



Phase 1: Assess Existing Functionality (10/1-11/30)

● Initial meeting at WVU with congressional papers 
archivist and systems development department

● Consultant will fully review and document existing 
functionality

● Consultant will discuss and document potential future 
functionality, including inherent limitations of the data 
and systems

● Project planning with congressional papers archivist
● Consultant identifies end users to focus on and desired 

functionality/technical requirements of the congressional 
papers community



Phase 2: Develop User Requirements (12/1-2/28)

● Based on the plan for engagement created in Phase 1, consultant will work 
with identified user types to document user needs and use cases for the 
tool

● Possibilities for engagement may include individual interviews, focus 
groups, or other options. The consultant will work with members of the 
advisory board and other stakeholders to organize and support any 
distributed approaches. Most work will be conducted remotely, with some 
in-person work as that is financially feasible.

● Consultant will create user personae and/or use cases and test or verify 
with users

● Consultant will verify personae or scenarios with advisory board



Phase 3: Roadmap (3/1-4/30)

● Based on the user needs identified in Phase 2, and the 
assessment of the tool’s current state, the consultant 
will characterize the uses of and need for the tool

● In consultation with the development team, the consultant 
will characterize possible development roadmaps for the 
tool

● Based on potential uses and development, the consultant 
will develop possible options for future funding models, 
administrative home, and administration



Analytics



Q&A


